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Summary 

 

This pilot project aims to create a traceable conflict-free mineral chain for artisanal gold from the Eastern 

DRC, thus demonstrating the feasibility of creating artisanal gold chains with full traceability from mine 

site to refiner. 

This report summarizes the results of Phase II (‘Mechanization’ or Technical Assistance) and Phase III 

(Traceability and Legal Sales) of the project carried out at the first pilot site of Mangi (Banalia-Buta axis). It 

also provides an overall evaluation of the project as the Mangi-based pilot drew to a close (February 

2014). A second pilot will be fully launched in May 2014 on the Nia-nia-Wamba axis. 1   

The pilot in Mangi has resulted in the following: 

 Analysis of artisanal exploitation techniques showed that a significant proportion of Mangi-site 

artisanal gold (>35%) was fine grain, and likely being lost using traditional techniques 

 Test technical interventions showed it was possible to increase artisanal miners’ (“creuseurs”) 

yields by some 30%, using better sluices and professional sluice carpet 

o Conducted by Dr. Kevin Telmer of the University of Victoria, these tests consisted of 

adding a scavenger sluice with a nylon sluice carpet to the discharge end of an existing 

natural fibre primary sluice. Any gold captured in the scavenger was clearly then gold 

that otherwise would have been lost. Testing using this setup made it easy to prove to 

miners that the improved technology could capture more gold, and to measure that 

increase. These tests showed the additional scavenger sluice increasing yield by from 

25% to 55%.  

o It should be noted that the number of tests was limited (N=6, in fact) as processing a 

load takes a full day, and time in the field was limited. Despite the small sample size, it 

was felt that these results justified an estimated conservative average of 30%.  

 275 creuseurs, organized in 52 écuries, enrolled at first test site at Mangi (Banalia territory 

 All 52 écuries were provided with excavation, safety and processing equipment. All equipment 

was provided in exchange for miners’ agreement to sell gold through legal channels. 

o The typical excavation kit consisted of a bar a mines (a kind of heavy digging bar), a 

pickaxe, 2-5 shovels, several plastic basins, and boots and gloves for each team member; 

sourced locally, the cost of this equipment was approximately $100.  

                                                           
1 The PPA funding covered the cost of carrying out a technical assessment along the PK25-51 axis, site of pilot site 

2.  However, the roll-out of technical assistance postponed for pilot site 2 as the release of the complementary 
funding was still pending at the time. In May 2014, the release of the first 90days of these funds allowed for field 
research to be carried out to identify the exact mine site where the second pilot was going to be launched (always 
within or around the PK25-51 axis).  Once the site is confirmed, the choice will be verified and officially 
acknowledged by the Ministry of Mines in Kinshasa. Also, the Cadastre Minier (CAMI) will be asked to confirm, in 
writing, the absence of any titling conflict. Work will then be kicked off with a team planning meeting the week of 
June 16 in Kisangani. 
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o A processing kit consisted of a heavier gauge primary sluice carpet, a lighter gauge 

scavenger sluice carpet (each 1 metre long by 30 cm wide), housed in flat wooden 

sluices. The cost of this equipment was approximately $75.  

 Some testing of the new technology was conducted during the production phase. However, it 

should be noted that extensive testing of the new technology was not a primary focus of this 

phase. (The scavenger sluice with nylon carpet had already shown itself effective in the test 

interventions). These tests consisted either of either day before/day after comparisons (i.e. a 

team was asked to process one load of material with their standard setup, and then another 

load the following day with the new technology), or else comparisons of the new setup with 

miners’ verbal reports of their typical yield for a particular ore source.  

o The comparison with verbal reports of average historic yields (0.1g/miner/day was an 

average expected volume) indicated the new setup was generating a significant increase 

in daily gold production, from 50-95%.  

o Day before/day after tests using the old sluicing method and the new also showed an 

increase in gold production between 30-50%2.    

 These results are encouraging; in no case did the new setup show a decrease in yield over the 

old, a strong indication that the effect being measured was real. That said, it is difficult to 

pinpoint the exact increase in yield with any great confidence. Artisanal gold ore shows natural 

variations from day to day. Miner’s reports of historic yield may be unreliable. Sample size was 

low (N=10), in large measure because once miners had convinced themselves that the new 

sluices worked better than the old, it was difficult to convince them to run a load of ore using 

the older (and to them, gold losing) technology.  

o One of the lessons of this pilot is that in future greater attention needs to be paid to the 

collection of a full and solid set of baseline data, both on production and prices. Data 

gathering systems should be implemented on an existing chain, which should then be 

left to run for a substantial period (say 1 month) – long enough to collect a substantial 

baseline data set.  

 Production data3 for Jan and Feb 2014 show the 52 ecuries produced the following volumes: 

o Jan: 1663g4 (the equivalent of 1.03g/ecurie/day or 0.195g/miner/day) 

o Feb: 1172g (the equivalent of 0.81g/ecurie/day or 0.15g/miner/day)  

      Sales data7 for Jan and Feb 2014 show the 52 ecuries selling the following amounts to project 

negociants:  

o Jan: 1740.49 g (105% of gold produced) 8 

o Feb: 1069.74 g (91% of gold produced) 

 These results show that miners were selling between 91%-105% of their gold through identified 

legal channels (Under declaration by ecurie leaders on production forms is one strong possible 

                                                           
 
3 Production data comes from self-declaration by ecurie team leaders on forms provided by PAC. Under 
declaration is therefore a possibility 
4
 Throughout this document, gram (g) means “kitchele grams”, equivalent to 1.25 standard grams 

7
 Sales data comes from receipt books kept by each negociant, and collected weekly by PAC  

8
 Obviously, that sales figures for January total more gold production is a concern. Most likely, this is the result of 

under-declaration by ecuries on the production forms.  
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explanation for the fact that sales are greater than production for the month of January (the first month 

of traceability). 

o It should be noted that PAC enrolled only 10 petit-negociants in the program, out of a total of 

some 50 negociants active in Mangi town. That over 90% of project gold was channelled to 

negociants identified by PAC is one strong indication on miner adherence to the project 

guidelines 

o That said, the existence of only two months’ worth of data makes it difficult to infer 

trends. The drop in production from Jan to Feb could easily represent a normal variation 

in artisanal production. Alternatively, it could be argued that that the drop in production 

is suggestive of under-declaration on the part of producers. Unfortunately, without 

additional data, conclusions are difficult to sustain.  

o By way of contrast, the fact that miners directed over 90% of their production towards 

project registered petit-negociants could be taken to indicate their acceptance of the 

basic bargain underlying the project- that is, miners will trade technical assistance for 

legal sales   

 PAC did not purchase any gold as part of this project. There was neither the mandate, nor the 

financing, nor the legal capability to purchase gold under the auspices of this project. There is 

thus no ‘project gold’ in the sense of gold owned or controlled by PAC; project gold refers only 

to gold produced by miners enrolled in the project, using project equipment, and then sold to 

negociants enrolled in the project 

 PAC did track project gold as it was produced and then sold to petit-negociants. Tracking data 

shows that creuseurs received prices from $35.94 to $41.30 per heavy gram of 88% purity. This 

is the equivalent of $33.67-$37.55/g of 99.99% purity (81%-93% of world price). The vast 

majority of gold (88% pure) was sold at $39.13 per heavy gram at ($35.57 per gram at 99.99%), 

or 88% of world price.  

 PAC did not involve itself in the negotiations between creuseurs and negociants. The prices 

received by creuseurs would thus have been due to normal market forces for this chain. The 

variation is prices observed was due to normal market forces (location, marketing, established 

relationship with creuseurs).  

 According to the project plan, gold from the petit-negociants was supposed to travel either 

directly to the exporter in Kisangani, or else be sold to one of several identified grand 

negociants, who would then sell the gold on to the identified exporter. Unfortunately, early in 

the production phase the identified exporter temporarily ceased purchasing gold, leaving the 

gold chain without a termination point.  Had the final traceability phase of the project been 

extended, it would have been possible to correct this problem, run the chain through to a legal 

exporter and then observe the results.  

o One possibility is that the negociants – receiving less for their gold from the legal 

exporter than they would from an illegal exporter – would pass that price reduction 

back up the chain to creuseurs. The creuseurs might have accepted this price reduction 

as the cost of technical assistance (as creuseurs currently do with negociants who 

advance them money or tools). Alternatively creuseurs might have defected from the 

project 
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o A second possibility is that negociants themselves would have absorbed this cost as part 

of the price of working in Mangi 

o A third possibility is that negociants would have defected from the project, and re-

channelled the gold to illegal outlets.  

However, because traceability was operational for two months only, it’s difficult to come to any 

hard and fast conclusion.  

 An educated estimate from observation suggests that creuseurs would not have 

defected, even with a small price reduction; creuseurs are used to trading small 

percentages for technical or financial assistance, and accustomed to accepting 

minor downward fluctuations in prices.  

 Observation also suggests that the behaviour of negociants and especially grand 

negociants might well have proved problematical. PAC had already identified 

these actors as the weak point in the chain, and had developed plans for 

circumventing this difficulty (see below) 

 PAC’s plan for longer term sustainability (presented at the OECD in Kigali in November 2013 and 

again in Paris in May 2014) involved an NGO-exporter alliance, which would purchase gold at 

the trading centre level (either from negociants or creuseurs themselves) and re-channel this 

gold up to the exporter level. PAC’s analysis of the gold chain suggests such a model would allow 

the project to capture some of the 10% margin that exists between trading centre prices (88% of 

world price) and export level prices (98% of world price).  Some 2.5% of this margin would be 

required for taxes; another 2-3% would be needed to fund ongoing equipment purchases and 

traceability services, with perhaps 1% devoted to local development, and 2-3% to the exporter. 

This plan offers strong possibility of longer term auto-financing and thus sustainability.  

 A mining title conflict between the pilot site and an existing mineral claim was discovered late 

January 2014 

o Pilot project was scheduled to end in February, 20149 

o Pilot project was brought to a close at Mangi with full awareness and the participation 

of authorities  

o Legal operating areas will have to be identified in even closer cooperation with the 

Ministry of Mines and le Cadastre Minier in particular and at the highest levels.  

 Remedial steps were identified and taken at a community-level also with provincial authorities: 

By the time of the official closing of the pilot at Mangi at the end of February 2014, an 

association of miners at Mangi had been formed and had established a point of contact with 

mining officials.10   

                                                           
9
 It is important to note that the project was intended to be co-financed by the PPA and another donor. This co-

financing was intended to support two pilot sites simultaneously (pilot site 1: Mangi and pilot site 2: PK25-51). 
However, because the financial support of the second donor was delayed by several months, the second pilot 
could not be operationalized until May 2014.  It is expected that, if the second pilot is successful, efforts will be 
scaled up along the Nia-Nia-Wamba axis where there are no titling conflicts and where security is assured.  
10

 Funding permitting, PAC will conduct a follow-up visit in 2014 to report on progress and impact.  
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 The fact that the final traceability phase was not completed or fully funded does make it difficult 

to draw hard and fast conclusions. Nonetheless, the results achieved (increased production, 

over 90% adherence) and lessons learned (rethinking negociant reliability and introducing a new 

NGO-Exporter alliance model) suggest that the approach shows promise for new sites and larger 

scale application. 

 Collaboration with government at both national and provincial levels to be amplified in 

subsequent phases (including SAESCAM), as well as civil society partnership and capacity-

building.  

 

Phase II Technical Assistance  

Creuseurs Enrolled 

 In the Enumeration phase (February-June 2013), 11,334 creuseurs, auxiliaries and 

negociants in 3 distinct axis (Mangi, Bondo, Nia-nia-Wamba) were interviewed, enumerated 

and stored in a database11 

 In the Technical Assistance phase, 275 creuseurs were enrolled at the first test site at Mangi 

(Banalia territory)  

 Creuseurs were organized into 

approximately 50 écuries (work 

teams) 

 All écuries have received 

technical assistance from PAC  

Site Analysis and Technical 

Recommendations  

In October, 2013, PAC led a 

technical site visit to two test 

sites – Mangi (Banalia 

Territory) and PK25 

(Mambasa Territory) by Dr. 

                                                           
11

 PAC’s partner and subcontractor, DDI, owns the database. PAC currently holds the data collected in physical 
booklets and in an electronic format (excel spreadsheet). However, neither PAC nor DDI ‘own’ the data acquired 
during the Enumeration phase (11,334 artisanal producers). PAC had initiated discussions with the provincial-level 
authorities about the transmission of project data in late 2013. However, because complementary funding in the 
last phase of the project was delayed, PAC’s travel to Kisangani was limited (between December 1

st
 2014 to April 

1
st

 2014), and so follow-up on this matter was postponed. Now that a first installment of complementary funding 
was made possible for May to July 2014, this matter will be pursued. However, PAC must take all reasonable 
precautions to ensure that no Personally Identifiable Data can be used against producers and their communities.   
 

Photo 2: New sluice system introduced  

Photo 1; Existing technology prior to technical intervention 
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Kevin Telmer of the Artisanal Gold Council based at the University of Victoria, Canada. 

 Grain-size analysis of gold at Mangi site indicated that approximately 35% of Mangi gold 

concentrated in two finest grain sizes (<100 sieve size, and <50>100 sieve size) (see 

Appendix 1 for detailed grain size results)  

 Experiments by PAC with Dr. Telmer demonstrated that adding a second, scavenger sluice 

with a fine-weave professional mining carpet to Mangi creuseurs existing u-shaped sluice 

increased gold yields by 25-35%. Capturing and processing rejected material at bottom of 

sluice yielded additional small gains in yield (approx. 5%)  

 Recommended technical interventions included 

o Replacing single, u-shaped tree bark sluice with matted root lining with a system of 

two flat sluices (primary sluice and scavenger sluice) lined with professional rough 

and fine weave sluice carpet (see photo 2)  

o Capturing of reject material at bottom of scavenger sluice for later sieving and 

panning.  

o Processing of concentrate (final concentration stage) with portable, pump-driven 

vortex (blue bowl)  

o High pressure washing of gold-bearing colluvial ore with pressure hose driven by 

motor pump (see photo 3) 

 

Photo 3: High pressure washing 

 

Technical Assistance - Equipment  

 Technical Assistance and the production phase (using the tools provided) began in November 

and December 2013 respectively  

 Technical Assistance focussed on Mangi site (Banalia territory) 
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 Technical Assistance included three broad categories of equipment – traditional excavation 

equipment, safety equipment (both sourced locally in DRC), and new sluicing and processing 

equipment (sourced abroad and imported into DRC) 

 Distribution of traditional excavation equipment began Nov 1, 2013, and continued to Feb 1, 

2014 and beyond. As of Feb 1, the following equipment was distributed12: 

 Traditional excavation equipment distributed included:  

o 214 shovels (bèches) 

o 66 pickaxes (picasses) 

o 140 barres a mines (digging bars) 

o 141 plastic basins 

o 70 machetes 

 Safety equipment distributed included: 

o 236 pairs of boots 

o 161 pairs of work gloves 

 New processing equipment included 

o 4 motor pumps (3x3”, 1x4”); these were rotated from one écurie to another 50 new 

sluicing carpets (25 rough, 25 fine) 

o 50 flat wooden sluices (locally constructed) 

Technical Assistance - Results  

 Analysis of artisanal exploitation techniques showed that a significant proportion of Mangi-site 

artisanal gold (>35%) was fine grain, and likely being lost using traditional techniques 

 Test technical interventions showed it was possible to increase artisanal miners’ yields by some 

30%, using better sluices and professional sluice carpet 

o Conducted by Dr. Kevin Telmer of the University of Victoria, these tests consisted of 

adding a scavenger sluice with a nylon sluice carpet to the discharge end of an existing 

natural fibre primary sluice. Any gold captured in the scavenger was clearly then gold 

that otherwise would have been lost. Testing using this setup made it easy to prove to 

miners that the improved technology could capture more gold, and to measure that 

increase. These tests showed the additional scavenger sluice increasing yield by from 

25% to 55%.  

o It should be noted that the number of tests was limited (N=6, in fact) as processing a 

load takes a full day, and time in the field was limited. Despite the small sample size, it 

was felt that these results justified an estimated conservative average of 30%.  

 275 creuseurs, organized in 52 écuries, enrolled at first test site at Mangi (Banalia territory) 

 All 52 écuries were provided with excavation, safety and processing equipment. All equipment 

was provided in exchange for miners’ agreement to sell gold through legal channels 

                                                           
12

 The technical assistance at Mangi (pilot site 1) is far less intense and consequently less expensive than is planned 
along the PK25-PK51 axis (pilot site 2). For more detail, see the AGC-PAC Field Report: Technical Intervention 
Assessment (October 2013): http://www.pacweb.org/en/conflict-free-gold  

http://www.pacweb.org/en/conflict-free-gold
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o The typical excavation kit consisted of a bar a mines (a kind of heavy digging bar), a 

pickaxe, 2-5 shovels, several plastic basins, and boots and gloves for each team member; 

sourced locally, the cost of this equipment was approximately $100.  

o A processing kit consisted of a heavier gauge primary sluice carpet, a lighter gauge 

scavenger sluice carpet (each 1 metre long by 30 cm wide), housed in flat wooden 

sluices. The cost of this equipment was approximately $75.  

 Distribution of safety equipment engendered strong project loyalty among PAC-enrolled 

creuseurs. 

 Distribution of traditional excavation equipment increased volumes of production by PAC-

enrolled écuries, and also engendered strong project loyalty. (Note that increases in production 

– cubic metres of earth moved per day – were noted only via verbal reports from creuseurs that, 

in fact, the addition of a mine bar, pickaxe and several shovels did indeed allow them to move 

more earth than was possible without these tools) 

   Some testing of the new technology was conducted during the production phase. However, it 

should be noted that extensive testing of the new technology was not a primary focus of this 

phase. (The scavenger sluice with nylon carpet had already shown itself effective in the test 

interventions). These tests consisted either of either day before/day after comparisons (i.e. a 

team was asked to process one load of material with their standard setup, and then another 

load the following day with the new technology), or else comparisons of the new setup with 

miners’ verbal reports of their typical yield for a particular ore source.  

o The comparison with verbal reports of average historic yields (0.1g/miner/day was an 

average expected volume) indicated the new setup was generating a significant increase 

in daily gold production, from 50-95%.  

o Day before/day after tests using the old sluicing method and the new also showed an 

increase in gold production between 30-50%13.    

 As part of technical assistance, PAC field personnel worked with a couple of écuries to perform 

side by side site tests of the sluices provided versus traditional-style Mangi sluices. Results were 

highly encouraging. In tests at a pair of mine sites, using flat sluices for both primary and 

scavenger sluices (see photo 2) increased gold yield per each lot of ore processed by from 30-

50% (where a traditional sluice yielded 0.4 g per lot, the new PAC set up yielded 0.7-0.8g per 

lot). While these results cannot obviously be generalized across the entire site, they do provide a 

strong indication of the effectiveness of the newly introduced sluicing technologies.  

 Initial production statistics tend to confirm this increase in gold production. Production figures 

for the 52 ecuries for the months of January-February 2014 (see Appendix 1) show an average 

production per miner of 0.172 g/day (January) and 0.148g/day (February). Hard data on gold 

production per miner before the technical intervention is not available. However, interviews 

conducted by PAC and Dr. Telmer during the technical mission indicated an average daily yield 

per miner of 0.1g/day. Assuming this estimate to be accurate, the new techniques thus 

represent a significant increase in gold production.   
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 These results are encouraging; in no case did the new setup show a decrease in yield over the 

old, a strong indication that the effect being measured was real. That said, it is difficult to 

pinpoint the exact increase in yield with any great confidence. Artisanal gold ore shows natural 

variations from day to day. Miners’ reports of historic yield may be unreliable. Sample size was 

low (N=10), in large measure because once miners had convinced themselves that the new 

sluices worked better than the old, it was difficult to convince them to run a load of ore using 

the older (and to them, gold losing) technology.  

 One of the lessons of this pilot is that in future greater attention needs to be paid to the 

collection of a full and solid set of baseline data, both on production and prices. Data gathering 

systems should be implemented on an existing chain, which should then be left to run for a 

substantial period (say 1 month) – long enough to collect a substantial baseline data set.   

Phase III: Traceability and Legal Sales 

System Design 

 For the pilot project at Mangi, PAC’s trial traceability system is based on monitoring and 

recording production/sales of gold at each key step in the sales chain over a 2 month period 

(first introduced in mid-December 2013, but they fully operational in January and February 

2014).  

 The sales chain at Mangi proceeds from creuseur (écurie) to small trader (petit négociant) to 

large trader (grand négociant) to exporter (comptoir).  

 Small traders purchase small amounts of gold in Mangi village, but lack the resources or 

turnover to afford the trip to Kisangani 

 Large traders aggregate gold from small traders, amassing a sufficient quantity to justify regular 

trips to a comptoir in Kisangani 

 A particular form was used to monitor gold at each 

step in the chain 

o Production monitoring – écurie level 

production form 

o Small Trader Sales – receipt book, receipt 

stub, small negociant totals form  

o Large Trader Sales - receipt book, receipt 

stub, large negociant totals form  

o Exporter sales – receipt book, receipt stub, 

comptoir totals form 

 At écurie level, each écurie leader was provided a 

daily production form and asked to fill out their gold 

production for the day at the end of each working 

day. Data from these production forms was collected 

by a PAC agent on a weekly basis.  

o This system was adopted because individual 

monitoring of each écurie was too labour Photo 4: PAC pilot receipt stub 
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intensive to be practical. Additionally, because écuries do not weigh their gold at the 

work site but rather in their village at the end of each work day, a system of ecurie-level 

self-reporting was the only feasible option for the time being.  

o With individual self-reporting, falsification of results does become a possibility. PAC 

believes ecuries are more likely to under-report gold production  (leaving themselves 

the possibility of selling some gold unnoticed outside project channels).  

o One check on the accuracy of the production data is provided through comparison of 

production data with sales data generated from negociant receipts (see below, and 

Appendix 1 for data).  

 For the month of January, sales to negociants (1740.49g) actually outstripped 

production volumes (1663.35g) by some 5%. One explanation for this 

discrepancy is ecuries’ under-reporting of their actual production. This gold only 

becomes apparent when it is sold into legal channels).  

 For the month of February, gold production (1172.3g) is 91% of sales to 

negociants (1069.74g). That would represent a more expected situation, of a 

small amount of the gold produced leaking out of the legal channels.  

 While tightening the system is warranted, the fact that reported gold 

production levels match sales figures to within 10% shows quite good 

adherence on the part of creusuers. Artisanal miners are selling from 90-100% 

of their declared production to the small cadre of negociants identified as being 

the sole legal destination for their gold. This is a positive result, and a strong 

indication that for the creuseur to negociant step of the chain, the basic premise 

of the project – that miners would be willing to trade technical assistance for 

legal sales – appears to be correct and supported by this data. The 

operationalization of the system over a longer period of time would have 

allowed for more detailed analysis, monitoring and evaluation.  

  At the small trader level, gold sales were monitored using PAC receipt books 

o A limited number of small negociants (9), all legal, were admitted to the PAC 

programme and identified to PAC creuseurs. These negociants were issued with receipt 

books 

o PAC-enrolled miners were instructed to sell their gold only to these identified 

negociants; they were further instructed that access to equipment would be dependent 

on showing a regular flow of PAC receipts, indicating legal gold sales.  

o At each purchase of gold from a PAC-enrolled miner, the negociant would fill out a PAC 

receipt and receipt stub. (see photo 4) . The receipt would be given to the miner. The 

stub would remain in the receipt book. On a bi-weekly basis, a PAC project officer would 

pass by the negociants’ offices and record the total legal sales to each negociant on each 

day.  

o The totals for all legal sales for all negociants were recorded on a separate form (see 

Appendix 1 for this data) 

 At the large trader level, gold sales were also to be monitored using receipt books 

o By analysing the exporters sales records, PAC identified four large negociants with a 

history of purchasing gold in Mangi, transporting that gold to Kisangani and selling it to 
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the exporter. PAC entered into discussion with these large negociants, and as a result 

the four agreed to join the PAC programme. These negociants were issued with receipt 

books, and identified to PAC creuseurs and small negociants. 

o PAC-enrolled miners and small negociants were instructed to sell their gold only to 

these identified negociants; the miners and small negociants both were further 

instructed that access to equipment would be dependent on showing a regular flow of 

PAC receipts, indicating legal gold sales.  

o At each purchase of gold from a PAC-enrolled miner or small negociant, it was planned 

that the large negociant would fill out a PAC receipt and receipt stub. The receipt would 

be given to the miner or small negociant. The stub would remain in the receipt book.  

o On a bi-weekly basis, a PAC project officer would pass by the negociants’ offices and 

record the total legal sales to each negociant on each day.  

o Unfortunately, a number of unforeseen problems lead to a breakdown in this system, as 

described below in results 

 At the exporter (comptoir) level, gold sales were to be monitored using receipt books and the 

comptoirs own internal accounting system 

o The system was to function in much the same way as that described for small and large 

negociants 

o Unfortunately, a number of unforeseen problems lead to a breakdown in this system, as 

described below in results 

 Note that all traders and exporters must provide proof of legality in order to participate in the 

PAC programme.   

 The legalization of miners is still underway, with renewed support from provincial authorities 

(Governor of Orientale and Minister of Mines, Orientale) as of February 2014.  

Results – Miner to Small Trader 

 A comparison of production and sales figures for the two months of the project shows that 

project creusuers showed very good adherence to the project requirement to sell their gold 

through legal channels.  

o For Jan, creuseurs produced 1663.35g of gold and sold 1740.49g into legal channels; 

sales represent 105% of gold production (the fact that sales actually surpass production 

may be an indication of some underreporting of production by creuseurs) 

o For Feb, creuseurs produced 1172.3g and sold 1069.74 into legal channels; sales 

represent 91% of gold production  

 The fact that reported gold production levels match sales figures to within 10% shows quite 

good adherence on the part of creusuers. Artisanal miners are selling from 90-100% of their 

declared production to the small cadre of negociants identified as being the sole legal 

destination for their gold. This is a positive result, and a strong indication that for the creuseur 

to negociant step of the chain, the basic premise of the project – that miners would be willing to 

trade technical assistance for legal sales – appears to be correct and supported by this data.  

 The results indicate the basic project premise is sound – miners will trade legal sales in return 

for technical assistance.  
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Results – Small Trader and Above (A Break in the Chain) 

 At the start of the production phase, PAC identified four large traders as destinations for project 

gold. Unfortunately, two of the four subsequently left Mangi for personal reasons. A third 

apparently fell out with the PAC-designated exporter for reasons unrelated to the project. The 

fourth attempted one (1) sale to the PAC-designated exporter, only to discover that the exporter 

(comptoir) had implemented a new policy requiring large volume sales only (see below).  

 The comptoir designated by PAC decided, in November, 2013, that it would not accept gold in 

quantities of less than 500g. As this is greater than any Mangi negociant can normally assemble, 

this effectively closed off Mangi from access to this Exporter. 

 The result of the departure of negociants and the change in exporter policy was a break in the 

chain. Small negociants were left without a designated target for their gold, large negociants 

were left with no exporter to whom they could sell.  

 The break occurred at the start of the production phase and continued until PAC personnel were 

able to effect repairs in late January, 2014. In the interim, gold produced by PAC creuseurs 

(artisanal miners) and channelled to PAC designated small traders was unfortunately diverted 

into the traditional, illegal export pathways 

 In late January, 2014, a mission by PAC personnel attempted to re-establish the gold chain. The 

PAC-designated exporter agreed to rescind its large-volumes-only purchase policy. A meeting 

was held in Mangi with several of the larger negociants to identify the barriers to their 

participation in the legal gold chain. The primary causes identified by these negociants were the 

existence of pre-existing relationships with non-project exporters, the costs of transportation to 

Kisangani , and the lower prices being offered by legal purchasers. . 

  The break in the chain was due in part to unforeseen circumstances, but the reluctance of large 

negociants to sell to the legal PAC exporter – even with a transport subsidy — indicates an 

underlying problem with the sales chain as envisioned by PAC; simply put, the incentives for 

large negociants — a captive feeder market and increased gold volumes — appear to be 

insufficient to compensate for the lower price on offer in the legal chain. In subsequent pilots, 

PAC plans to intervene directly in the sales chain by setting up field based buying establishments 

(i.e. Trading Alliance), which will capture gold produced by creuseurs and direct it to the point of 

export.  

 Results – Comptoir Agréé (Exporter) and Refiner  

 Over the course of a PAC-PAMP mission carried out in January 2014, PAMP and the participating 

exporter, Metal Aurum, discussed and initiated KYC procedures.  

 The PAMP due diligence work covered the entire supply chain from mine to exporter and all 

related issues.  

 Using an OECD subgroup as a convening forum, PAMP and PAC are currently working to define 

the content and form of the required documentation to meet OECD Due Diligence in the ASM 

gold sector.  Discussions are also underway to propose a mass balance approach as a realistic 

approach to responsibly sourcing artisanal gold in the current context and especially in these 

initial stages when quantities are small. PAC has drafted a paper on mass balance, which will be 

submitted to the OECD for further consideration.  
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 The groundwork established with the exporter will serve the needs of the second pilot site from 

which Metal Aurum also sources its gold.  

 

Outstanding Challenges 

Creuseur Identification 

 OECD and ICGLR standards require that creuseurs be of a minimum age to engage in mining 

(although reference is explicitly to the ‘worst forms of child labour’). OECD standards further 

require that all actors in the mineral chain be known. Miners most often do not possess or carry 

any national ID, and government Artisanal Miners Cards were not available during the project 

period. Establishing age and identity thus poses a significant challenge. PAC has adopted and is 

implementing a child labour policy in line with international and national law. At the pilot site, 

this is enforced by virtue of the fact that the minors are known to both the AFM and his crew 

boss, as well as to PAC field agents. However, if the project is to scale up, a more rigorous 

verification of age will have to be developed and instituted.  

 PAC recommends that the provincial government officials accelerate their program to bring 

Artisanal Miners Cards (Carte Creuseur) to miners in Orientale province. At subsequent PAC pilot 

sites, possession of a valid Carte Creuseur will be required for participation in the project.  

Military presence at mine site 

 OECD and ICGLR standards prohibit illegal military activity in mine sites. At Mangi, FARDC 

soldiers do not control sites or engage in mining. However, groups of soldiers resident in Mangi 

village do extort money from miners, often via the forced ‘sale ‘of cartons of cigarettes, sold at 

gunpoint to miners and AFMs at exorbitant prices. PAC has made representations about this 

problem to provincial government officials, including the Governor and Vice-governor of 

Orientale. However, as of yet no effective action has been taken 

o A PAC mine site evaluation came to the conclusion that, though troubling, the presence 

of these military units constituted only a yellow flag  

 PAC recommends a joint meeting between national mining authorities, provincial government 

officials and representatives of the armed forces command for Province Orientale, where the 

presence and actions of these soldiers can be discussed, and a plan of action developed. This 

action would have been identified as a priority had the project scaled up beyond the pilot site.  

 Further coordination with the Eastern Congo Mining Coordination Team (ECMCT), COCERTI 

(Government Certification Committee) and IOM-JMAC-BGR-USAID joint sensitization or 

evaluation missions can further coordinate and accelerate action on this issue area.  

Safety Equipment 

 PAC provided safety equipment (boots and gloves) to a substantial number of creuseurs. On a 

site visit in late January, 2014, little of this equipment was in evidence. In particular, gloves seem 

to have disappeared. Partly, this is a result of wastage – equipment wears out quickly in an 
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artisanal mine. However, it also reflects miners’ unfamiliarity and dislike of this equipment 

(particularly gloves).  

 More consultation with miners is required at the front end to determine what kind of safety 

equipment is most desirable or useful in their given context (while they expressed a need for 

gloves, the types of gloves provided were felt not to have been most suitable).  

Negociant Adherence 

 Miners have a strong and obvious motive for participating in the project. Results of this trial 

project (90-100% legal gold sales) show that miners do respect to a significant extent the 

demands made by the project.  

 The advantages for negociants in participating are less immediately obvious. PAC argues that 

negociants who participate in the project gain market share, and can thus make up on volume 

what they lose on price14. Negociants appear to only partly accept this argument. In addition, 

many small negociants are captive to larger negociants who pre-finance their purchases.  

 In subsequent pilots, PAC will intervene more directly in the gold chain by setting up a 

designated Trading Alliance in cooperation with a Congolese national and Congolese civil 

society. While this was planned as part of a sustainability plan in the longer term, subsequent 

pilots will introduce the Trading Alliance far sooner to overlap with the operationalization of 

traceability. In other words, the Trading Alliance will assume the role of the negociant. While the 

governance structure has yet to be identified it will likely be tripartite in nature.  

 Title conflict 

 Most of the areas worked by artisanal miners in the DRC are actually subject to mineral titles 

(research or exploitation permits) registered by individuals or mining companies. In choosing a 

site in which to conduct its pilot, PAC researched these mineral titles on the website of the DRC 

Cadastre Minier (www.cami.cd) and consulted with CAMI staff.  PAC’s research work on the 

CAMI website indicated that the Mangi site had been covered by a research permit, which 

began in 2006 and expired in 2011. This information was confirmed by CAMI staff. Further CAMI 

staff confirmed PAC’s interpretation: As the research permit had expired, the site was 

unencumbered. As it turned out, this interpretation was incorrect. Further PAC research at very 

senior levels at CAMI revealed that the research permit covering the Mangi site was actually in 

the process of being converted to an exploitation permit. The DRC Code Minier indicates that 

this process should take no more than a matter of months. CAMI senior staff indicated that, 

allowing for administrative processing, the entire process should take no more than 12 months. 

However, the application for the Mangi site has been in the processing stage for some three 

years. Despite this, the claim remains valid. For this reason, PAC has chosen not to scale up at 

the Mangi pilot site. (The pilot phase was in any case was due to come to a close at the end of 

                                                           
14

 Gold in the legal chain receives some 2% less than gold sold through illegal channels  

http://www.cami.cd/
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February, 201415.) PAC will be resuming its work at a second site likely along the Nia-nia-Wamba 

axis, where PAC and senior CAMI staff have identified a number of sites free of any title or claim. 

Further scoping and field-based research at this second pilot site is scheduled for the beginning 

to middle of March 2014. This new site would ideally be a ZEA, an Artisanal Exploitation Zone, 

one of which could be demarcated in unclaimed areas near the PK25 area. Government officials 

in Kinshasa and in Orientale have indicated their willingness to consider the fast-tracking of the 

creation of such a zone if the second pilot site proves to be ideal. Another intriguing possibility 

would be establishing an MOU with the government owned mining company SOKIMO, which 

has extensive mineral titles in eastern Orientale province. This, too, was suggested to 

Government officials.   

 It should be noted that the pre-phase, Phase I (Enumeration) and II including a technical 

intervention assessment have been already carried out along the Nia-nia-Wamba axis.   

 A PAC-team week-long evaluation and planning session is tentatively scheduled for the end of 

May 2014 to integrate lessons learned from the Mangi site into site 2 and scale-up planning.  

Local and provincial authorities will be participating as well. A desired output is a roadmap 

developed and validated by all stakeholders. It should also spell out roles and responsibilities of 

all actors, including government officials. Impact assessment at Mangi will also be reviewed at 

that point in close cooperation with provincial and local authorities and civil society actors.   

                                                           
15 PAC was laying the groundwork to scale up or at least extend the work (i.e. run the traceability system 
for longer) at the Mangi site. This groundwork includes securing funding. When the titling issue came to 
light, funding for Mangi was no longer pursued.   
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Lessons Learned – Pilot Project 

Even closer coordination with both national and provincial authorities required 

 PAC consulted and collaborated with provincial level authorities in this pilot phase, but more 

coordination and their direct involvement and leadership are required  

 A sensitization workshop and training targeting provincial and local level authorities in Orientale 

on the OECD due diligence and ICGLR requirements, and step-by-step implementation would 

help clarify their roles and responsibilities as well as constrains and opportunities.  

Greater and immediate intervention required in sales chain 

 The incentives for negociants to participate in the project are weaker than they are for miners. 

Future pilots and scale-ups may well have to intervene directly in the mineral chain and earlier 

in the project, in order to ensure that gold remains in legal channels. A tri-partite model or 

approach is envisioned.  

 PAC’s plan for longer term sustainability (presented at the OECD in Kigali in November 2013 and 

in Paris in 2014) involves an NGO-exporter alliance, which would purchase gold at the trading 

centre level (either from negociants or creuseurs themselves) and re-channel this gold up to the 

exporter level. PAC’s analysis of the gold chain suggests such a model would allow the project to 

capture some of the 10% margin that exists between trading centre prices (88% of world price) 

and export level prices (98% of world price).  Some 2.5% of this margin would be required for 

taxes; another 2-3% would be needed to fund ongoing equipment purchases and traceability 

services, with perhaps 1% devoted to local development, and 2-3% to the exporter. This plan 

offers strong possibility of longer term auto-financing and thus sustainability.  

Civil society partnership and capacity building  

 The involvement of civil society partners was important to this Mangi pilot but, as with 

government officials, needs to be intensified. As a first step more civil society partners need to 

be identified and provided with training to more effectively intervene in the sector and in 

resource governance. 

A sensitization workshop and training (as above) would be very useful and timely.  

 PAC will continue to privilege a tripartite approach to implementation as much as is feasible as 

this has proven to be useful.  

Administration   

 Need for better communication technology to facilitate information flow between field teams 

and headquarters;  

 Need for more regular team meetings and visits; the hiring of a national coordinator to oversee 

PAC’S ASM gold work as more sites are targeted would be critical;  

 Need for the streamlining of the administrative practices of all local short-term hires and 

contracts 
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 Nature of partnerships with local civil society organizations and government officials should also 

be more clearly defined and articulated, and reinforced for buy-in and long-term sustainability 

 Need for full portable office technology for field team (computer, printer, copier, portable 

generator)  

 Now that traceability, production monitoring and administrative reporting tools have been 

designed for the first pilot, these need to be refined and ready before project  

 More local field agents are also required to maintain and oversee the traceability system and 

monitor/report on the legal sales of gold  

 More time needs to be allocated to planning and evaluation before and after each distinct phase 

 Similarly, more time needs to be allocated to identifying, buying and shipment of equipment to 

the field and its installation; a tax exemption for imported project materials needs to be 

acquired in order to make technical intervention cost-effective. 

Better data capture (production increase, yield increase, sales, etc.) 

 Capturing accurate data is key to evaluating project success, and monitoring performance as 

project unfolds. Future phases should devote greater resources and time to establishing 

baseline performance (i.e. existing production levels, yields, prices, etc), in order to measure 

project performance.  Also, more training can be provided to ensure greater consistency when 

filling out forms and templates, and to minimize underreporting (by creuseurs)  

 In retrospect, resources and efforts could have been redirected from the enumeration of a large 

number of gold producers over a wide area to deeper and more site-specific collection of data.  
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Appendix 1 
 

Table 1: Grain size analysis of Artisanal 
Gold at Mangi 

Sieve 
Aperture 

(mm) 
Gold  
(g) 

% of 
Total 

8 2.36 0.83 16.4 

12 1.7 0.15 3 

20 0.85 0.49 9.7 

50 0.3 1.57 31.4 

100 0.15 0.89 17.5 

<100 <0.15 0.85 16.8 

Lost   0.27 5.2 

 

 

No Nom Ecurie Site 
No 

Creuseurs 
Production 

Jan (g) 
Production 

Fev (g) 

      

1 Arsene Gaina 9 69.83 72.9 

2 DG Bravo Mandete 2 5 58.43 39.7 

3 LABAMA MUTSHATSHA 3 11.93 15.3 

4 IDI DJAFARI MUTSHATSHA 6 101.53 53.2 

5 EKUTSU-GABRIEL KANO 5 31.83 62.2 

6 DIDIER MBOLISA KANO 9 100.73 61.5 

7 PASTEUR TCHANBE KANO 7 104.73 54.7 

8 CF AKIM MAZOMBE KANO 9 165.93 68.3 

9 CF JOSEPH-BANGI KANO 7 89.83 64.9 

10 DIDO BOLENGE KANON OUEST 4 23.23 10 

11 ARCHE KANON OUEST 3 15.93 10.6 

12 ASTANTI MASUDI KANON 5 14.23 9.4 

13 MICHEL LOKOMBE MAGUBA 6 18.33 14.9 

14 GADE DIAMOTHE NDINDA 4 27.63 14.9 

15 RIGO MAZOMBE NDINDA 4 9.23 16.6 

16 BIENVENU POLE MUSTHATSHA 2 16.13 5.6 

17 JACQUES MATOLO MAGUBA 4 14.23 4.8 

18 SUMAWATO KANON 3 18.93 11.2 

19 MOBUTU MAGUBA 2 15.13 16.4 

20 TEKUBADI MAGUBA 3 19.63 8.6 

21 HUBERT NDINDA 4 8.93 24.7 

22 FABIEN NDINDA 4 16.13 5.7 

23 BLAISE NEMA NDINDA 2 9.03 10.6 

24 DEGAUL MAGUBA 3 10.13 11.2 

25 MICHEL MUAMBA KANON OUEST 4 18.53 7.9 
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26 CHRISTIAN  KANON OUEST 3 28.93 25.4 

27 JEAN PAUL MUSTHATSHA 4 35.83 34.1 

28 JEUDI   2 10.93 8.8 

29 JEAN PIERRE  KANON 8 22.33 11 

30 CONSTANT KANON 4 8.03 15.2 

31 DEVIS BOFOMO MOBENGEA 6 62.93 75.5 

32 METIAMA KANON OUEST 11 20.33 6.1 

33 DIDO EMPIPO MOELA 10 108.03 32 

34 RIGOBERT KANON 10 10.73 8 

35 TEKABI LEKOPOLE KANON OUEST 5 33.23 12 

36 GABY SONGE KANON OUEST 10 20.63 15 

37 MICHEL LIMAMA MAGUBA 4 14.73 53.3 

38 CLAUDE MBOMO MUSTHATSHA 9 26.53 6.3 

39 BANDRETI   2 10.53 6.7 

40 YVON ASSANI MAGUBA 6 37.03 4.9 

41 BAELO    5 38.33 19.8 

42 EMERY   2 12.83 6.2 

43 BLAISE MANGI KANON 11 47.83 9.5 

44 PAPY THOMO KANON 9 23.13 22.1 

45 MARCEL  MUSTHATSHA 5 8.93 4.5 

46 MANOU KANON OUEST 7 13.63 9.4 

47 ALAIN MAGUBA 5 11.13 7.2 

48 MOUSSA KANON OUEST 6 29.33 30.4 

49 LAMINE KANON OUEST 2 15.73 32.2 

50 PAPIN KANON 5 13.93 14.3 

51 BERNARD MUTSHATSHA 5 3.73 5.1 

52 ANDRE LOMEKA MUSTHATSHA 2 3.73 21.5 

            

      

            

Total Production   275 1663.35 1172.3 

     

Production/day/creusuer   
0.195 0.152 
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    Volume Achat Or En Gramme 

No Nom des Negociants January February 

1 Passy MUTUMISHI 28.5 19 

2 JC OPOMBO 487.31 161.4 

3 Eugene TENDA 47.5 104.635 

4 Faustin KIBAYA 60.1 110.85 

5 Papy MBULA 58.06 46.34 

6 Fiston BATIAMBELE 180.1 17.9 

7 Jean ANZAMBIA 74.82 52.96 

8 Gaston 671.3 471.3 

9 BERTIN 132.8 85.35 

        

  Total 1740.49 1069.735 

 


